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Abstract
The major drawback of microarray data is the ‘curse of dimensionality problem’, this hinders the useful information of dataset
and leads to computational instability. Therefore, selecting relevant genes is an imperative in microarray data analysis. Most of the
existing schemes employ a two-phase processes: feature selection/extraction followed by classiﬁcation. In this paper, a statistical
test, ANOVA based on MapReduce is proposed to select the relevant features. After feature selection, MapReduce based K-Nearest
Neighbor (K-NN) classiﬁer is also proposed to classify the microarray data. These algorithms are successfully implemented on
Hadoop framework and comparative analysis is done using various datasets.
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1. Introduction
Microarray based gene expression proﬁling has emerged as an efﬁcient technique for cancer diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment purposes1. In recent years, DNA microarray technique has a great impact in determining the informative
genes that cause cancer2,3. The major drawback that exists in microarray data analysis is the curse of dimensionality
problem, this hinders the useful information of dataset and leads to computational instability4. Therefore, the
selection/extraction of relevant features (genes) remains an imperative in the analysis of microarray data of cancer.
A good number of feature (gene) extraction techniques and classiﬁers based on machine learning techniques
have been proposed by various researchers and practitioners5–9. Meanwhile, recent developments in microarray
chip technology, help in studying thousands/millions of genes simultaneously, generating a huge amount of data.
Processing it, is a difﬁcult task using a conventional system having standard computational power. The MapReduce
programmingmodel and its implementation on Hadoop framework has a substantial base for processing large datasets,
in particular for high dimensional genomic data such as microarray data, in a distributed manner. Hadoop framework
was developed by Doug Cutting in 200810. Apache Hadoop is an open source software, and provides a effective way
of storing and processing huge data in a distributed fashion on large clusters of commodity hardware. It employs a
master/slave architecture for both distributed storage and distributed computation; thus, it accomplishes two tasks,
i.e., massive data storage and faster processing11.
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The parametric and non-parametric statistical tests are elegant procedures to analyze the behavior of data12. The
statistical tests are used as a feature selection method by assuming the hypotheses, i.e., Null hypothesis and Alternate
hypothesis. Based on the correctness of the hypothesis, the features are either selected or rejected. The K-Nearest
Neighbor classiﬁer provides a simple non-parametric procedure for the assignment of a class label to the input pattern
based on the class labels represented by the K-nearest training samples13.
In this paper, MapReduce based statistical test, Analysis of variance (ANOVA) test has been proposed to select the
relevant features in a dataset. Along with this feature selection technique, MapReduce based K-NN has been proposed
to classify the microarray dataset. These algorithms are implemented to process for various microarray datasets.
The performance of the algorithms are tested on Hadoop cluster with four slave (data) nodes and a conventional
system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 present the related work in this area. Section 3 presents
the proposed work for selecting features and classifying the microarray data using ANOVA and K-NN based
on MapReduce programming paradigm. Section 4 highlights the basic concepts of Hadoop and its components.
Section 5 presents the implementation details for the proposed approach. Section 6 highlights on the results obtained,
interpretation drawn from it and also presents the comparative analysis for gene classiﬁcation of microarray data.
Section 7 concludes the paper with scope for future work.
2. Related Work
A. K. M. Tauhidul Islam et al.14 have proposed a MapReduce based parallel gene selection method, that utilizes
sampling techniques to reduce irrelevant genes by using Between-groups to Within-groups sum of square (BW) ratio.
The BW ratio indicates the variances among gene expression values. After gene selection, it appliesMRkNN technique
to execute multiple kNN in parallel using MapReduce programming model. Finally, the effectiveness of the method is
veriﬁed through extensive experiments using several real and synthetic datasets.
Shicai Wang et al.15 have proposed a new method for calculating correlation and introduced an efﬁcient algorithm
based on MapReduce to optimize storage and correlation calculation. This algorithm is used as a basis for optimizing
correlation value for high throughput molecular data (microarray data).
3. Proposed Work
This section presents an approach for classiﬁcation of microarray data, which consists of two phases:
i. The input data is preprocessed using methods such as missing data imputation, normalization, and feature
selection using ANOVA test based on MapReduce programming model.
ii. After selecting the relevant features, MapReduce based K-NN has been applied to classify microarray dataset
into cancerous/non-cancerous sample.
The step wise description of the proposed work is, as follows:
a. Data collection
The dataset for classiﬁcation analysis, which acts as requisite input to the models is obtained from Kent Ridge
Bio-medical Data Set Repository1 and National center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI GEO,
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds/).
b. Missing data imputation and normalization of dataset
Missing data of a feature (gene) in microarray dataset are imputed by using the mean value of the respective
feature. Input feature values are normalized over the range [0, 1] using Min-Max normalization technique16,17.
c. Division of dataset
The dataset is divided into two categories: training set and testing set as discussed in Section 6.
d. Feature selection
MapReduce based ANOVA has been applied to select the features having high relevance value and thus the
curse of dimensionality issue has been addressed.
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e. Building classiﬁer
MapReduce based K-NN has been built to classify the microarray dataset.
f. Testing the model
Models are tested using the various test dataset and the performance of the classiﬁer is evaluated.
4. Distributed Computing
Distributed computing techniques such as grid computing and cluster computing are in use for many years. Most of
these work based on the message-passing model, while systems that run on parallel algorithms, such as the graphics
processing unit (GPUs), are based on shared-memory model. The efﬁcient working of these machines, calls for an
interface enabling them to access shared ﬁle systems as well as maintain proper communication with other machines
in the grid/cluster. Thus network bandwidth becomes a bottleneck for such machines. Hadoop addresses this problem
by minimising the communication between different nodes.
4.1 Hadoop framework
Hadoop is an open-source software framework that provides for storing and processing of large data sets in a
distributed fashion10. It has been designed to store data across all the nodes (servers) in a cluster, in a distributed
manner by dividing the ﬁle into smaller entities called blocks. This enables each node to work according to the principle
of proximity, i.e., to process the data available locally, leading to less network transmissions. In addition to this, it
provides a low-cost and scalable architecture designed to scale up from a single server to a large number of servers. It’s
design allows for detecting and handling failures at the application layer, thus, providing service even in error prone
systems. There are three core components of the Hadoop framework. They are:
Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS): It is a Java-based distributed ﬁle system that can store all kinds of
data without prior organization, unlike in relational databases. Though it is similar to the existing distributed systems,
there are signiﬁcant differences. It can be deployed on low-cost commodity hardware. It consists of a Namenode and
several Datanodes. The Namenode keeps the directory tree of all ﬁles in the ﬁle system, and tracks where, across the
cluster, the ﬁle is stored. It does not physically store these ﬁles itself. In addition to this, the ﬁles stored in a Datanode
are replicated on other Datanodes, thereby, allowing for speedy recovery in case of failure of a node18.
YARN: It is a resource management framework for scheduling and handling resource requests from distributed
applications. YARN combines a central resource manager that manages the way applications use Hadoop system
resources with node-manager agents that monitor the processing operations in individual cluster nodes. In the case of
failure of a node, it reschedules the job to some other node19.
MapReduce: It is a programmingmodel, developed by google, for processing large datasets in a distributed manner
on clusters of commodity hardware20. It consists of 3 steps:
• Map step: Each node applies the map function (M()) to the local data, and writes the output to a temporary
storage with a key value associated with the output.
• Shufﬂe step: Here the nodes redistribute data based on the output keys (produced by the map function), such that
all data belonging to one key is located on the same node.
• Reduce step: Each node now processes each group of output data, per key, in parallel using reduce function (R())
and the output is then written to the HDFS.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of MapReduce and its life cycle.
4.2 Execution on Hadoop
To run the algorithms on Hadoop framework, they are divided into two phases viz., map and reduce. In the map
phase, a mapper reads a line from the ﬁle (stored as blocks in the node). The mappers processes the input and calculates
the required output (e.g. F-value in ANOVA or distance in K-NN, as discussed in Section 5). These values, along with
their corresponding keys (Feature Id. in case of feature set), are written to an intermediary ﬁle. These are then sorted,
shufﬂed and are sent to the reducers. The reducers process the input and write the obtained results into the HDFS.
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Fig. 1. Life cycle of MapReduce.
For instance, if the input ﬁle is of size 550MB and the HDFS has a block size of 128MB, when the dataset (input
ﬁle) is uploaded in to HDFS, it gets divided into 5 (550/128) blocks. The ﬁrst four blocks will be of size 128MB
each, and last block will have a size of 38MB. Further assuming that, split size is equal to block size, corresponding
to ﬁve blocks, ﬁve mappers are formed. Mappers are executed on all Datanodes simultaneously and write their output
to an intermediary ﬁle in the HDFS. The reducers perform further operations on the result obtained from the mappers
and write the ﬁnal result into the HDFS. The working of Map-Reduce is explained in the Fig. 1.
5. Implementation
In this section, the implementation of the proposed algorithms using MapReduce programming model on Hadoop
framework is discussed.
5.1 Feature selection using MapReduce based ANOVA test
ANOVA test is used to compare the ‘multiple means’ values of the dataset, and visualize whether there exists
any signiﬁcant difference between mean values of multiple groups (classes). The statistic for ANOVA is called the
F-statistic, which can be calculated using following steps:
(1) The variation between the group is calculated as:
Between sum of squares (BSS) = n1(X¯1 − X¯)2 + n2(X¯2 − X¯)2 + · · · (1)
Between mean squares (BMS) = BSS/d f (2)
(2) The variation within the groups is calculated as:
Within sum of squares (WSS) = (n1 − 1)σ 21 + (n2 − 1)σ 22 + · · · (3)
Within mean squares (WMS) = WSS/d fw (4)
where d f = degree of freedom, d fw = (N − k), σ = standard deviation N = Number of samples, k = Number
of groups, and nk = no. of samples in group k.
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Algorithm 1. MapReduce based ANOVA.
(3) F-test statistic is calculated as:
F = BMS/WMS (5)
Algorithm 1 shows the implementation of ANOVA based on MapReduce paradigm.
The input to the algorithm is a matrix of the form N × M , where N is the total number of feature sets and M is the
number of samples in the dataset. As discussed earlier, the algorithms are divided into two parts, the map phase and
the reduce phase. In the map phase each mapper, running on a Datanode, reads a line (feature set fi ) from the block
and calculates the required test statistic (Fi ) and p-value along with the feature Id. (i ) as a key-value pair (〈i, (Fi , pi)〉).
It emits this pair into a intermediary ﬁle. The reducer then, based on the p-value, decides on whether to select or
discard a feature set. It then emits out the selected feature set Ids (〈( f s1, f s2, f s3, . . . )〉).
5.2 MapReduce based K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) classiﬁcation technique
The training dataset is loaded into all the mappers. Each mapper reads a sample data from the testing set and
calculates theEuclidean distance between testing and training samples. It accumulates all the distance values from each
training sample along with their class label. The mapper then emits the Id. of the testing sample and the distances into
the ﬁle system. The reducer then sorts the distances in ascending order and selects the K nearest training samples. The
testing instance is assigned to a class corresponding to the modal class of K training samples as shown in Algorithm 2.
The reducer then yields the instance Id. and the assigned class of testing sample.
6. Results and Interpretation
In this section, the obtained results are discussed for the proposed algorithms (Section 3) on various microarray
datasets. The performance of the classiﬁer are measured using the various parameters like:
• Classiﬁcation matrix: It provides the statistics for the number of correct and incorrect predictions made by a
classiﬁcation model compared with the actual classiﬁcations of the samples in the test data.
• Accuracy: It measures the percentage of samples in the dataset that the classiﬁer has correctly
classiﬁed.
• Processing efﬁciency: It is deﬁned as the number of features processed per second. It is calculated by dividing
the total number of features by the total time taken for processing by the system (Hadoop cluster or conventional
system).
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Algorithm 2. MapReduce based K-nearest neighbor.
6.1 Experimental setup
The proposed algorithms have been executed on a Hadoop cluster consisting of one master node and four slave
nodes. Five commodity PCs connected with 10/100M switch are used in the experiment, the conﬁguration is as
follows:
• Hardware conﬁgurations
– The Master node: Name Node 1, CPU intel core i5, 3.2GHz × 4, RAM 8GB, Hard disk 250GB
– The Slave node 1: Data Node 1, CPU intel core i7, 3.4GHz × 8, RAM 12GB, Hard disk 500GB
– The Slave node 2: Data Node 1, CPU intel core i7, 3.4GHz × 8, RAM 10GB, Hard disk 500GB
– The Slave node 3: Data Node 1, CPU intel core i5, 3.2GHz × 4, RAM 8GB, Hard disk 250GB
– The Slave node 4: Data Node 1, CPU intel core i5, 3.2GHz × 4, RAM 8GB, Hard disk 250GB
• Software requirements
– Ubuntu 14.04
– JDK 1.7
– Hadoop 2.6
– Python 2.7
6.2 Dataset used
The proposed algorithms ate tested against publicly available large datasets taken from NCBI GEO. The summary
of dataset is tabulated in Table 1
6.3 Analysis of feature selection using MapReduce based ANOVA test
To select relevant features from the datasets, ANOVA-test is applied. This method is applied separately on each
feature of the microarray data, assuming that there is no interaction between the classes (or groups). The statistical tests
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Table 1. Microarray dataset used.
Dataset No. of samples No. of features No. of classes Data size
Leukemia1 72 7129 2 6MB
Ovarian Cancer21 253 15154 2 30.2MB
Breast Cancer22 97 24481 2 20.2MB
MULTMYEL (GSE24080)23 559 54675 2 493MB
LEukemia (GSE13159) Stage I24 2096 54675 18 1.93GB
Table 2. Execution details of ANOVA feature selection methods on Hadoop cluster.
Dataset (Block size) Number of
Mapper/
Reducer
Time
(each
Mapper)
Time
(each
Reducer)
Total Time
(Hadoop
cluster) (S)
Conventional
time
Processing
efﬁciency
(Hadoop)
(S−1)
Processing
efﬁciency
(Con. Mac.
(S−1))
No. of
Reduced
features
Leukemia (16MB) 2/1 2 4 17 2 419.35 3564.5 568
Ovarian (16MB) 2/1 4 3 22 5 688.80 3030.80 5352
Breast (16MB) 2/1 4 1 22 6 1112.80 4080.30 231
MULTMYEL (16MB) 15/1 5 4 27 26 2025 2187 83
LEukemia (32MB) 28/1 5 7 58 100 976.30 719.40 43604
Fig. 2. Comparison of execution time on Hadoop cluster (#) and conventional system (∗).
consider two hypothesis, i.e., Null hypothesis and alternate hypothesis. The Null hypothesis assumes that the mean of
the classes are same, i.e., there is no signiﬁcant difference between the proprieties of various groups; while the alternate
hypothesis is that, there exists some signiﬁcant difference between the groups (or classes). The Null hypothesis (H0)
implies that the features do not affect the classiﬁcation result. Hence, these features can be discarded. On the contrary,
the alternate hypothesis (H1) implies that the features have signiﬁcant difference between their properties. Hence they
are accepted.
ANOVA test has been applied on each feature and the corresponding p-value is a measure of how effective it is
at separating groups. By considering the 99.9% of conﬁdence interval (CI), if the p-value is less than 0.001, the null
hypothesis is rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted. Sorting these features according to their p-values helps to
identify the features with strong representation.
The proposed feature selection technique is executed on Hadoop cluster and on a conventional system. The execution
details like the block size, number of mapper, time taken by each mapper and reducer, total time in seconds (S) taken
by Hadoop cluster and conventional system is tabulated in Table 2. This Table also shows the number of selected
features, which have strong discriminating capacity to distinguish the samples into different classes.
The comparison between the time taken by the Hadoop cluster and a conventional system is given in Fig. 2. From
this ﬁgure, it is clear that when data size is small, the time taken by the Hadoop cluster is more than the time taken by
a conventional system. But, as the size of data grows, the time taken by the Hadoop cluster is much less than that for
the conventional system.
6.4 Analysis of MapReduce based KNN classiﬁer
After feature selection, the proposed classiﬁcation algorithm MapReduce based K-NN has been applied to classify
the datasets. However, unless one has some knowledge of the dataset, it is difﬁcult to decide on the optimal number of
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Table 3. Number of training and testing samples.
Dataset Leukemia Ovarian Breast MULTMYEL LEukemia
Total Sample 72 253 97 559 2096
Training set 48 168 64 372 1397
Testing set 24 85 33 187 699
Fig. 3. Testing accuracy with different set of features using different microarray dataset.
Table 4. Classiﬁcation matrix for K-NN classiﬁer with ANOVA feature
selection method using various dataset.
features required for classiﬁcation. To overcome this problem, the forward feature selection method is considered, in
which top ranked features corresponding to ascending p-values are used. Different subsets of the top ranked features are
used to classify the microarray dataset usingMapReduce based K-NN and their corresponding classiﬁcation accuracies
are computed.
When the samples are sequentially selected, the model designed may be over-trained or under-trained. This is
because the samples selected for training may contain either only cancerous or only non-cancerous samples. To avoid
this, the reduced datasets are divided for training and testing purposes in the following way: every third sample is
extracted for testing purpose and the rest of the data samples are used for training samples. After partitioning the
dataset into a training set and testing set, model selection is performed by varying the parameter K ∈ [1, N] of K-NN
where N is the number of samples in the training set. By varying the value of K , the best model (with high accuracy
or minimum error) is selected for the corresponding dataset.
The details about the total number of samples and their distribution into training and testing is given in Table 3.
Figure 3 gives the variation of accuracy for different cancer datasets, obtained by varying the value of K . The peak
accuracy is obtained when the number of features are 70, 1200, 160, 30, 25000 at k = 3, 1, 15, 7, 19 for Leukemia,
Ovarian, Breast, MULTMYEL and LEukemia cancer dataset respectively. After attaining the peak, the accuracy
of K-NN classiﬁer either remains constant or reduces from maximum accuracy. Therefore, to avoid the curse of
dimensionality problem, the features corresponding to the peak accuracy are used and the performance parameters are
evaluated. The classiﬁcation matrices corresponding to the peak accuracies for the datasets are drawn and shown in
Table 4. Table 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d and 5 represent the classiﬁcation matrix for Leukemia, Ovarian, Breast, MULTMYEL,
and LEukemia cancer dataset respectively.
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Table 5. Classiﬁcation matrix for K-NN classiﬁer with ANOVA using LEukemia dataset (K = 19, f = 25, 000).
Table 6. Execution details of K-NN classiﬁer on Hadoop cluster (with 4 slaves) and conventional system.
Dataset (Block size) Number of
Mapper/
Reducer
Time (each
Mapper)
Time (each
Reducer)
Total Time
(Hadoop
cluster) (S)
Conventional
time
Processing
efﬁciency
(Hadoop)
(S−1)
Processing
efﬁciency
(Con. Mac.
(S−1))
Lukemia (16MB) 1/1 2 2 14 0.79 5 88.67
Ovarian (16MB) 1/1 11 2 31 21.5 38.7 55.81
Breast (16MB) 1/1 3 5 20 0.8 8 200
MULTMYEL (16MB) 1/1 3 5 18 2.96 1.67 10.1
LEukemia (16MB) 15/1 1361 1782 3302 24279 7.57 1.02
Table 6 represents the execution details, i.e., number of mappers and reducers, time taken by each mapper and
reducer, and total time taken in seconds (S) of K-NN classiﬁer on the Hadoop cluster with four slave nodes. The block
size is taken as 16MB. Then, the total time taken by K-NN on Hadoop cluster is compared with the time taken by
a conventional system. From the obtained result, it is inferred that, when the data size is small, Hadoop cluster takes
more time than the conventional system to complete the job, but as the size of data increases, Hadoop cluster take very
less time than a conventional system.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, an attempt has been made to design the classiﬁcation model for classifying the samples of various
datasets into their respective class labels. A K-NN classiﬁer and feature selection using ANOVA test based on
MapReduce programming model have been developed. The proposed approach works in a distributed manner on
scalable clusters. The performance of the classiﬁer for various datasets are evaluated by varying the value of K and
number of features ( f ). The major contributions of this paper are
i. Harnessing the power of distributed computing for better storage and faster processing of datasets.
ii. Comparative analysis between the size of datasets and the time taken for processing using a conventional system
vs. Hadoop cluster.
Further, this work can be extended by considering the applicability of machine learning techniques such as support
vector machine (SVM), Logistic regression (LR), and Naive Bayes, etc. using MapReduce programming paradigm on
Hadoop framework.
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